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Gaps in statistical approaches 
to control of delivered dose 
uniformity throughout product
lifecycle

Abstract
This article discusses gaps and challenges in cur-
rent approaches to control of delivered dose uni-
formity of orally inhaled products. A simulated data
example is presented to illustrate the problem. A
lasting solution would be the adoption of sample-
independent quality standards and statistical
process controls, for example, by incorporating in
the pharmaceutical industry some of the statistical
methods standardized by ASTM, ISO and other stan-
dard-setting organizations, appropriately adjusted
throughout a product’s lifecycle (from early to late
development to commercial production). 

Introduction
Delivered dose uniformity (DDU) is one of the crit-
ical quality attributes of inhalation products. The
currently recommended regulatory test for batch
release is a parametric tolerance interval two-one-
sided test (PTI-TOST) proposed by the US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) at an Advisory
Committee meeting in 2005.1 The formal FDA guid-
ance (still in draft form, dated 1998) includes a
“counting” (non-parametric) test for DDU.2 Both of
these tests are demonstration tests, meaning that

they use a sample to make a decision about batch
disposition (pass/fail). These tests are also transac-
tional, meaning that in judging quality of a given
batch, only information from that batch’s sample is
taken into consideration. Furthermore, the count-
ing test does not contain any explicit statement as
to the required properties of the batch as a whole
(e.g., permissible variation of the batch mean, or
allowable within-batch standard deviation of the
dose). The PTI-TOST does specify the confidence
and coverage with respect to batch release criteria
(the test demonstrates with 95% confidence that
no more than 6.25% of the dose distribution lies
outside either side of the target interval of 80-120%
Label Claim), although the stringency of these
requirements may or may not be appropriate for
the majority of inhaled products. 

In parallel, the US Pharmacopeia (USP) sets forth
the requirements for DDU of aerosol products.3

The USP General Notices and Requirements4 clar-
ify that pharmacopeial tests apply only to the units
tested, and are not intended for making judgment
about any batch, but that the product units must
meet the USP requirements “at all times in the life
of the article from production to expiration.”5 Re -
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cently, the FDA also acknowledged that the USP cri-
teria are insufficient for batch release.6 Setting
aside the question of whether these USP standards
do or do not, or even if they should, match the FDA
requirements, the point to highlight for the pur-
poses of this article is that the USP does not cur-
rently aim to set any explicit standards for the
batch as a whole. Nevertheless, USP testing is his-
torically used by industry to demonstrate compli-
ance “with pharmacopeial quality standards”
(which, according to the USP, means compliance of
just the tested units with just that USP test). Similar
to the FDA DDU tests, the USP’s is a demonstration
test, and similar to the FDA 1998 guidance test, the
USP’s is a “counting” (non-parametric) test.

Requirements for the batch as a whole could be
back-calculated from any of the tests described
above, but the solution for such an inferred “batch
standard” is not unique, and will depend on the
interpretation of the way a particular test is to be
implemented, as well as on a series of procedural
and distributional assumptions. In other words, a
given demonstration test may correspond to a fam-
ily of “batch standards.”

Overall, the regulatory and pharmacopeial
approaches are not well aligned with each other,
creating challenges discussed elsewhere,7 which in
principle apply to all pharmaceuticals, not only
orally inhaled products (OIPs). For the purposes of
this article, the focus is on the difficulty that is
unique to inhalation drugs: a relatively high false
rejection rate in DDU tests, as experienced by a sig-
nificant number of companies manufacturing
OIPs.8-10 The statistical term “false rejection rate”
refers to the probability (or frequency) of rejecting
a batch of acceptable quality, when quality is under-
stood as a sample-independent property of the
batch. The rejection occurs through failing to meet
the requirements of a demonstration test on a sam-
ple. For OIPs, the root cause of this problem could
be traced to the combination of technological chal-
lenges and very stringent regulatory requirements.
Aerosol doses are more variable than doses in solid
tablets even when the composition of the formula-
tion mix going into inhalers is tightly controlled,
the manufacturing technology is top-of-the-line, and
design of OIP delivery devices is state-of-the-art.
Graphically, for OIPs, the area of the product’s nat-
ural variation (e.g., on a plot of batch_mean-vs-
batch_standard_deviation) often takes up the entire
span of the “acceptance region” calculated from the
regulatory specifications. This means that batches
that are within the acceptance region could fail the
sample demonstration test by mere chance if they
come close to the border of the “acceptance

region.” Unfortunately for OIPs, the border of the
acceptance region is often set close to the opera-
tional region. This effect was discussed at length
previously11 and will be briefly illustrated below. 

An additional drawback of the current approach to
DDU control is that demonstration tests only use
information from a single batch (i.e., the batch
under consideration) and do not take into account
the previously manufactured batches. (As a
reminder, the specifications themselves are set
based on a limited number of batches in late devel-
opment, and specifications of the FDA and USP
tests are pre-determined, not based on any batches’
data). This practice fails to make use of the valuable
information about the state of the manufacturing
process as a whole and the comparison of the cur-
rent batch to the typical batches over time. A strict
reliance on a transactional approach prevents the
possibility of combining trending information and
batch acceptance control criteria as one of the
options for control strategy, which has been receiv-
ing more attention in recent public conferences.6,12

Furthermore, demonstration tests in the pharma-
ceutical industry use fixed sample size and do not
allow the manufacturer to expand or reduce the
size of the sample based on the current informa-
tion obtainable from the manufacturing line. A
more comprehensive approach would be to learn
from other industries and establish sample-inde-
pendent quality standards (or mechanisms for
establishing such standards for a given product
based on development data), adopt methods in the
pharmaceutical industry for taking into account
data from previously manufactured batches (e.g.,
using ASTM and other existing methodologies as
appropriate) and introduce switching rules to col-
lect more or less information as justified by the
data from the ongoing manufacturing process and
preceding test results (again, using methodologies
developed and standardized through ASTM
International [formerly the American Society for
Testing and Materials] and the ISO [International
Organization for Standardization]).

A data simulation
To illustrate the problems mentioned in the
Introduction, DDU data was simulated for 25 lots
(batches), using the following parameters that
would not be unusual for an approved inhaled
product (e.g., as can be seen from the IPAC-RS
DDU Database13):

• Batch Overall Mean = 98.0% Label Claim

• Within Batch Pooled Standard Deviation = 6.00

• Between Batch Standard Deviation = 4.00
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The first 5 lots were used for “validation,” with sam-
ple size n=50 inhalers tested per batch. The next
20 lots were “commercial,” with sample size n=10
inhalers tested per batch. In this simulation, one
dose was collected from each inhaler. The results
are presented in Figure 1. (Supplemental data for
Figure 1 is presented in Table 1.) All doses lie
within the target interval recommended by the
FDA PTI-TOST with the target interval of 80-120%
Label Claim for delivered dose. All commercial
batches in this example pass the USP test,3 as well
as the FDA 1998 counting test. Yet 15 of these
batches would have failed the FDA PTI-TOST tier 1
criteria [target interval 80-120%; maximum allowed
area under each tail 6.25% of all doses]. Of these, 5
batches would have ultimately failed tier 2 of the
FDA PTI-TOST if the sample mean and standard
deviation were the same as in tier 1. This example
shows that the same data could lead to different
answers depending on which of the “standards”
(USP <601>, FDA counting 1998 test or FDA PTI-
TOST) is used to assess the data. The underlying
cause of this discrepancy is that these tests have
different quality standards at the same confidence
level, or the same quality standard at different con-
fidence levels, or a combination of the two causes.
The lack of a quality standard makes it difficult to
effectively manage product quality. A central theme

of this article is that one needs to start by defining
a suitable quality standard derived from a quality
target product profile (as defined in the Inter -
national Conference on Harmonisation ICH Q8R2
document).14

Moreover, it is important that the standard be suit-
able for the products at hand because, as can be
seen in this example, a product with not unusual
characteristics can face a relatively high rejection
rate with PTI-TOST. Such stringency not only
wastes resources associated with the production,
testing and investigation of these (possibly inap-
propriately) rejected batches, but they may also be
masking the real signal of a process change or qual-
ity change, due to the “noise” created by these sig-
nals. Another downside of inappropriate rejection
is that a product suitable for use could possibly not
reach the patient. 

Setting a wider target interval, e.g., at 75-125%
Label Claim, could have been more appropriate for
this and similar products. By using operating char-
acteristic curves, such changes in test requirements
could be introduced without increasing the proba-
bility of false acceptance rates.15 Currently, how-
ever, there is no pathway for justifying wider limits,
even though the target interval of 80-120% Label
Claim is itself not explicitly justified, but rather is

Figure 1

Illustration of the concept of false rejection.
Results for the example discussed in the text.
Horizontal lines represent the target interval 

recommended by FDA PTI-TOST (80-120% Label
Claim for dose). N=50 for the first 5 lots; N=10 for

the next 20 lots. All lots came from the same
manufacturing process with Batch Overall

Mean = 98.0% Label Claim; Within Batch Pooled
Standard Deviation = 6.00; Between Batch

Standard Deviation = 4.00. The line tracks the
sample mean.

Table 1

Supplemental data for Figure 1. 
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pre-determined by the FDA proposal which
focuses on the demonstration test. Neither the FDA
nor USP nor any other standard-setting body cur-
rently explains how DDU specifications (including
the width of the target interval) for the final prod-
uct could be derived from the data obtained in early
through late development. This lack of statistical pro-
cedures for transitioning from early development to
the final product with respect to DDU controls, and
particularly the acceptance criteria, represents one of
the key gaps in the current approaches. By contrast,
for demonstration tests for other product attributes,
data available from development batches are typi-
cally used to set regulatory acceptance criteria.

Another aspect illustrating the need to look at the
bigger picture is presented in Figure 2. The same
data as in Figure 1 is used here to plot sample stan-
dard deviations for each lot. This so-called S-Chart
indicates that for n=10, sample standard deviations
should not exceed 10.016 when the process is sta-
ble and typical of the previously manufactured
(“historical”) batches. This limit for sample stan-
dard deviation could be adjusted for increased sam-
ple sizes, which may be needed in validation or
other circumstances. This alternative method of
monitoring and controlling quality will reduce the
rate of false rejections. But adopting such a strategy
requires a wider focus, not limited to the batch in
question but taking into account the manufactur-
ing process as a whole, and for the particular batch
in the context of that overall process. The narrow
focus on one batch at a time represents a second
key gap in the current approaches to DDU control. 

Conceptually, the FDA does recognize the need for
changing testing requirements throughout the
product’s lifecycle. The FDA thinking is illustrated

in Figure 3, which is based on the FDA 2011
Process Validation guidance.16 This guidance and
subsequent presentations by FDA scientists at con-
ferences17 suggest that in earlier stages of product
development, when there is less understanding of
the product and manufacturing process, the sam-
pling and testing from each individual batch
should be more extensive. As more information and
process understanding are gained and relevant in-
process controls are established, a “stepped-down”
sampling from the batch could be adopted with
justification. The guidance is silent, however, on the
types of information that constitute appropriate
justification. This lack of information about the
transition from extensive to stepped-down sam-
pling is the third key gap in current approaches to
DDU control. 

Industry, regulators and other stakeholders should
work together to bridge the key gaps identified
above, so that the quality control system could
become more sound and decision making more
contiguous, with information and knowledge from
previous stages of a product’s lifecycle becoming
integrated into subsequent test requirements, creat-
ing a balance of in-process and finished-product
testing. Such a system is necessary because the
risks and purpose of testing change throughout the
product’s lifecycle, and the basis for making deci-
sions regarding quality grows and evolves during
development. For example, in the earlier phases,
for material to be used in controlled clinical trials,
wider acceptance ranges may be appropriate (and
may even be necessary at this early stage) because
the risks being managed are different than those of
commercial product, which is used in a wider pop-
ulation without the close monitoring used in clini-
cal trials. In later product lifecycle phases, the rela-

Figure 2

Sample standard deviations from the lots 
presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 3

Lifecycle phases based on the FDA 2011
Process Validation guidance.
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tive importance of maintaining a consistent manu-
facturing process rises, ensuring that product is
consistent with material shown acceptable in clini-
cal trials. The focus in commercial production
shifts to distinguishing DDU results that are typical
and expected from those that are atypical or unex-
plained and unexpected. 

Currently missing is a statistically described imple-
mentation plan for the progression of quality controls
from testing early-development products to testing
commercial lots. To put the FDA recommendations
into practice, a system must be established that
clearly addresses the following three crucial areas,
which are often confused when left undefined:

Quality Standard—Explicit requirements for
characteristics of the entire population of doses for
a given product or a group of similar products, as
part of chemistry, manufacturing and controls
(CMC) requirements. Statistically speaking, a qual-
ity standard could specify such parameters as the
proportion of dose distribution within the target
interval (so-called “coverage”). Note that a quality
standard in itself does not involve sampling, para-
meter estimation or degree of uncertainty/risk
(i.e., confidence). The definition of the “popula-
tion” of doses, however, should be specified when a
quality standard is set. For example, it may refer to
a batch of finished product, or all past and future
batches of a given product from a given manufac-
turer, or all batches of a given product from all
manufacturers, etc. All of the above scenarios could
be appropriate, but whatever the choice, it should
be explicitly stated. Furthermore, the quality stan-
dard should be appropriate for the product(s) for
which it is intended, i.e., minimizing both false
acceptance and false rejection probabilities while
using the goal posts (target intervals) driven by the
user’s (patient’s) clinical requirements. A public
quality standard should integrate input from
chemists, clinicians and statisticians, perhaps
through a process managed by a standard-setting
body such as the USP. Until such public standards
are established and justified as appropriate for par-
ticular products, sponsors could propose quality
standards for their products to the FDA based on
their product’s data (both clinical and CMC). 

Quality Decision Framework—A structured
approach for determining whether the quality stan-
dard has been met. (In statistical terms, this is a
probability assessment.) The quality decision
framework does involve sampling to estimate dose
population parameters with specified uncertainty
(or confidence). The objective of decision making
should be clearly understood because it may affect
the level of acceptable uncertainty (or confidence)

and/or choice of demonstration test. As discussed
above, in earlier phases of development, lower con-
fidence levels could be appropriate but in commer-
cial production higher confidence would be
required. The quality decision framework must be
built on sound statistical principles, e.g., as learned
from experience of other industries as well as rele-
vant standards established by ISO,18 ASTM,19 and
ASQ(C) [formerly the American Society for Quality
Control].20

Demonstration Test—A statistical tool that
enables decision making in the quality decision
framework (i.e., a mechanism for quantifying prob-
ability). Acceptance limits for decision making
must align with the objective of testing at a given
stage in the product’s lifecycle and with the
required level of confidence. 

For the demonstration test, the current (traditional)
approach in the pharmaceutical industry is transac-
tional testing, meaning that each batch is judged
based only on the performance of the sampled
units from that batch. As illustrated earlier in this
article, this type of demonstration test aggravates
the problem of stringent FDA tests for DDU of
OIPs. By contrast, demonstration testing would be
less likely to falsely reject batches of suitable qual-
ity if it became routine practice in the pharmaceu-
tical industry to:

(i) combine multiple acceptance plans and ap -
proaches, and use pre-determined switching
rules (e.g., by using the concepts and princi-
ples in existing standards, such as ASTM-2810
and ASTM-2709); 

(ii) apply, and formally integrate into the quality
decision framework, statistical process con-
trol for monitoring and controlling DDU qual-
ity (possibly using multi-variate statistical
process controls during the manufacturing
process); and 

(iii) aggregate and use historical data to better esti-
mate variability of the overall process and to
better assess the typical or atypical nature of
the batch at hand. More concrete examples and
potential implementation proposals are still
under development and will be discussed in
future articles and conference presentations.

Conclusions
To maximize efficient use of information and
resources, the approaches to quality management
should be adjusted throughout product lifecycle.
The ability to switch to alternative demonstration
tests and acceptance plans in a pre-defined manner
and with solid justification can help minimize the
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probability of statistical false rejection of suitable-
quality product while maintaining an acceptably
low probability of statistical false acceptance of
unsuitable-quality product. Reduction of both error
types benefits the consumer. This flexible approach
will enable the focus on assessing product quality
rather than on testing quality into the product.
These approaches would be beneficial to all phar-
maceutical dosage forms, but for OIPs the problem
is most pressing due to the combination of a vari-
able nature of aerosols and stringent regulatory
specifications. For manufacturing in the 21st cen-
tury, the balance of control should shift emphasis
from the finished product to in-process testing, and
comparison with historical data should become
part of the quality paradigm as a product progresses
from early development to commercial production.
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